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About the Author

About the Author

Chris Zuiker is a Senior Domain 
Broker with Media Options, 
an industry-leading domain 
brokerage firm. Chris’ extensive 
background in sales and 
negotiation laid the foundation 
for his domain brokerage skills, 
while providing him key insights 
into what national brands value.

Chris negotiated and managed 
national accounts with annual 
revenue over $100M. He had 
full responsibility of the sales cycle at mass retailers, 
including Walmart, Target, Sam’s Club and respective 
online accounts in both the US and Mexico. Over the last 
16 years he has successfully launched 12 new programs 
at these retailers.

He has worked for the world class brands Timex, 
Infantino, and Stanley Tools. As Director of Sales, he 
had responsibility for the sales, category management, 
supply chain, demand planning, marketing, finance and 
customer service roles within the account. 

Chris has long been a student of consumer behavior and 
creating competitive advantage with programs that sell 
through at retail. 

Via domain name brokerage, Chris applies his knowledge 
and skills by helping companies increase conversion and 
dominate their competition specifically in their branding 
and domain strategies.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTON

The internet has forever changed the process for how 
companies create their brand. 

As of January 2016, there were 123 million .com domains 
registered through Verisign. There are well over 200 
million domains registered when including all extensions 
(.net, .org, .xyz etc…)

Finding an appropriate and available domain is now one 
of the first steps in the branding process. 

If acquired strategically this can have a profound impact 
on the success of a company. 

All too often we see companies falling into 3 key 
mistakes which limit their brand potential, confuse their 
customers and force increased investment in marketing 
just to explain their brand and product offering.

This book will provide several key insights and tools for 
companies, startups and entrepeneures looking to create 
a competitive advantage with their domain strategy.

Choosing the ideal domain will only increase in 
complexity because there are now over 1,000 new 
extensions that are available. 

An extension is the what comes after the (.). 

Examples of new extensions are: .game, .realestate, 
.fishing

Despite all these new extensions the set of catchy 
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keywords that appeal to humans is still bound by the way 
we process language.

Branding and domain strategies are intersecting so 
closely they are hard to separate. 

A good domain should preinforce and reinforce what 
your company offers. It should give the consumer a 
reason to click on your domain and engage with your 
brand.A premium domain is about making the online 
experience effortless from the very first interaction.

The book is broken out into short sections that look 
at criteria for choosing a domain, types of domains, 
strategies and common mistakes companies make in 
their domain selection. 

If you want more information on selling or buying 
a domain don’t hesitate to email me at: Chris@
MediaOptions.com

Introduction
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Domain Importance

Criteria for choosing a domain 
that drives competitive advantage

Determining your domain (especially for a new brand) is 
not an easy process. No set formula guarantees success. 
There are some guidelines to use and errors to avoid.

Over 300,000 brand names are registered every year. 

Checking for domain availability has become one of the 
first steps in the branding process. Successful companies 
don’t let domain availability drive their branding process. 

Companies have many choices today in how to invest 
in their brand. A domain should be treated as a capital 
investment and not a marketing expense because it sets 
the foundation for their online presence. 

When domains are acquired strategically, they create 
an effortless way for the consumer to move thru the 
customer journey. The right domain allows companies 
without a large marketing budget to take a leadership 
position because they can stand out by controlling the 
very question or need the consumers are looking to fill. 

Marketing budgets are amplified when customers can 
easily remember a domain name. Marketing campaigns 
are exponentially more powerful the closer the domain 
communicates your brand message and product offering.

A premium domain allows a brand to be instantly 
recognizable and memorable which will reduce customer 
acquisition cost, especially for repeat business. 

Choosing the correct domain is the difference between 
being a face in the crowd, or being the face of an industry. 
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Domain Importance

Here is a framework to help you evaluate your domain 
decision: 
A domain should connect with your brand and create 
synergies at each of these key points.
Convert:
C = Capture consumer intent

 • Does the domain capture consumer intent and 
reinforce your brand message?

O = One word or simplicity in messaging
 • A branded domain should make the online experience 
effortless from the very first interaction.

N = Nimble
 • Does the domain give you the ability to pivot with 
product expansion?

V = Viral & Verb
 • How will people talk about your brand thru your domain?
 • Can your domain be turned into a verb – think UBER 
or Google

E = Elevate your brand to a position of authority
 • How does your brand compare and rank to the competition? 
 • A great domain should elevate your brand to a 
position of authority.

R = Radio test
 • Think marketing campaigns – can people easily 
remember and understand what you offer? 

 • When a domain name is complex or not easy to 
remember/spell, visitors are lost in the steps between 
marketing and sales

T = Trademark availability
 • Make sure the trademark is available.
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Domain categorization

Types of domains

Descriptive

The domain or brand describes what the 
company does.

Examples: Whole foods, WorkInjury, Free 
ConferenceCall, ContentMarketing, BigData, 
clutter.com 

Suggestive

Suggests what your business is about however 
also invokes some creativity. 

Examples: neat.com, mint.com, twitter.com, 
clutter.com 

Inventive

Creating a new word or using words of phrases that 
have nothing to do with a company’s industry or 
product offering.

Examples: Apple, Milk by Samsung

1

2

3
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Domain categorization

Domains and brands typically fall into 3 
categories: Descriptive, suggestive or inventive. 

Example 1: Internet Browsers Internet Explorer would 
fall into the descriptive category. Safari is a suggestive 
name because it elicits the idea of exploring. Firefox is 
a case of using an inventive word for a brand that has 
nothing to do with the internet. 

Example 2: Small Business Loans CapitalForMerchants.
com would be an example of a descriptive domain. 
The Lending Tree would be an example of a suggestive 
brand. Kabbage is an inventive brand that has nothing 
to do with small business loans, but connotes growth, 
which is what businesses want to achieve.

Determine the best approach for your brand based on 
the competitive landscape. If the majority of brands 
are descriptive in your industry, it may make sense to 
use a suggestive domain to stand out and get noticed. 
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Top 3 domain strategies

Top 3 domain strategies

Branded domain:
Owning the branded domain for any size company is a 
must today. The global market for domains has made this 
increasingly difficult for businesses to find that perfect 
match for their brand. 

One of the common mistakes that we see is letting 
this process drive your branding. A great brand should 
preinforce and reinforce your product offering in a 
simple way. A premium domain provides a shortcut to 
understanding and communicates a leadership position.

There are now over 1,000 options for gTLDS extensions.

We still see the (.com) extension as a must for any 
business. Consumers have been marketed this extension 
for over 25 years, and it is ingrained in their online 
searching habits. 

Owning the (.com) version should always be the first 
option. This communicates strength and leadership. 

Generic domain:
Generic domains offer several strategic benefits 
regardless of the size of the company. Here are few ways 
these are used.

Fortune 500 Companies: Use a generic category defining 
domain to educate and control the conversation of an 
industry that reflects back on the leadership positioning 
of the enterprise.
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Top 3 domain strategies

Mix of Keywords:
Mixing keywords can be a very effective strategy for 
choosing a domain and brand. To be successful mix 
keyword domains need to provide a clear understanding 
of the product offering. 

FreeConfernceCall.com is an excellent example of using 
several keywords to differentiate from the competition 
while capturing the consumer intent behind their 
product offering. 

BostonBeer.com is the parent company of the brand 
Samuel Adams beer. 

Utilizing this approach opens up significantly more 
options for choosing the perfect domain.

Medium-Small: Generic domains can benefit businesses 
medium-small companies by helping them stand out 
from the competition and giving them a head start 
because they provide authority and leadership.

Start-ups: Generic domains can be an effective branding 
technique especially when the vertical is saturated. 

Lead Generation: Generic domains are a hallmark of the 
lead generation industry because they quickly convey 
what the site is about and increase conversion.
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How domains create a competitive advantage

How to create a competitive 
advantage with domains:

Search: 
Domains are the gateway to your online presence. 
Research suggests that first impressions are made in 1/10 
of a second. Matching your domain to consumer intent 
at the moment a customer is searching increases your 
chance of conversion.

A good domain should preinforce and reinforce what 
your company offers. It should give the consumer a 
reason to click on your domain and engage with your 
brand.

When ranked with other brands in search it should 
provide a clear path to your product offering. 

Examples: conferencing solutions

  FreeConfernceCall.com             BlueJeans.com

Advertising:
Consumers should be able to remember and know how to 
spell a domain. 

Marketing budgets are amplified when consumers can 
easily remember a domain name.

A premium domain allows a brand to be instantly 
recognizable and memorable which will reduce customer 
acquisition cost, especially for repeat business. 
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How domains create a competitive advantage

Leadership positioning:
How we process language still dictates what keywords 
will appeal to consumer perception and intent. 

A premium domain provides a way for customers to 
quickly analyze and rank a company for importance and 
significance. Brands spend millions of dollars to keep 
relevant and communicate their brand message.

Reduced barriers to entry have increased online 
competition significantly. Conversion increases when a 
brand can quickly connect and communicate leadership 
within a vertical.

A premium domain allows companies without a large 
marketing budget to take a leadership position because 
they standout by controlling the very question or need 
the consumers are looking to fill. 

When a domain name is complex or not easy to 
remember/spell, visitors are lost in the steps between 
marketing and sales. 

Flikr.com acquired the correct spelling of their brand 
Flicker.com because 4M visitors a year were typing in 
the correct spelling of their domain. Avoid this costly 
mistake.
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Capturing consumer intent

Capturing Consumer Intent – The 
key to conversion

Simplicity:
The greatest brands understand the importance of 
simplicity and the competitive advantage that this 
achieves. 

Siegel+Gale have published a report for the last 6 years 
called the Global Brand Simplicity Index.

They found that simplicity strengthens customer loyalty, 
reduces price sensitivity and drives positive word of 
mouth.

The survey found that 63% of consumers are willing to 
pay more for a simpler experience, and 69% are more 
likely to recommend a brand because it provides simpler 
experiences.

A domain can be the first interaction that a customer 
has with your brand. 

Simplicity in your domain strategy should capture 
consumer intent in a way that compliments your brand. 

Your customers will reward you for this investment 
because it simplifies their journey through your brand. 

This will create a competitive advantage and help drive 
conversion. 

Source: siegelgale.com
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Capturing consumer intent

Preinforce & Reinforce your product offering:
Domains are the first touchpoint a customer has with 
your online presence. 

Conversion increases the shorter the distance between 
your domain and product offering. 

Companies that capture customer intent with their 
domain strategy intuitively communicate simplicity and 
expertise.

Verisign recently completed a study showing that 
keyword-rich domain names matching a search query are 
1.8x to 2x more likely to get clicked in search results.

Think like your customer and find ways to preinforce and 
reinforce expertise and leadership of your category. 

This will increase the return on investment of your 
advertising.

A premium domain is about making the online 
shopping experience effortless from the very first 
interaction. 
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Capturing consumer intent

Short domains increase conversion:
Statistics have been compiled to show the ideal (most 
effective) length of everything online: email subjects, 
Google Plus headlines, paragraph widths, etc. For 
instance, tweets between 71-100 characters are most 
often retweeted, while Facebook posts totaling forty 
characters result in 86% greater audience engagement. 

Microsoft and other prominent think tanks believe that 
domain names containing fewer than 8 characters (some 
assert fewer than 6 characters) are ideal for domains. 

Mobile stats skyrocket for shorter domains, with every 
digit fewer correlating to significant increase in both 
traffic and revenue. 

Short domain names are proven to engender the most 
consumer trust. This is vital for converting sales as well 
as SEO and engagement. 

Short equals viral. Period. Sharing short names is easier 
on character-counting social media, and short names are 
not lost to equally short memory spans. 

Long-term value: There is a very limited supply of short 
one word .COM domain names. Almost all are owned and 
operated by Fortune 500 companies. 
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Upgrading to the perfect domain

These companies realized their 
initial domain was inhibiting 
growth.

Company: Twitter
Founded: 2006
Original Domain: twttr.com
Current Domain: Twitter.com
Why: Consumers kept misspelling their domain.

Company: Gusto
Founded: 2011
Original Domain: ZenPayRoll.com
Current Domain: Gusto.com 
Why: ZenPayRoll.com did not allow for product 
expansion.

Company: Instagram
Founded: March 2010
Original Domain: instagr.am
Current Domain: Instagram.com
Why: Consumers kept misspelling their domain.

Company: Uber
Founded: 2009
Original Domain: UberCab.com
Current Domain: Uber.com 
Why: To simplify their brand and allow product 
expansion (e.g. delivery instead of just cabfare).
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Upgrading to the perfect domain

Company: Amazon
Founded: 1994
Original Domain: Cadabra.com 
Current Domain: Amazon.com
Why: Hard to share via word of mouth (often 
misheard), and consumers didn’t connect to the 
shortened version of “Abra-Cadabra”.

Company: Ring.com
Founded: 2012
Original Domain: Doorbot.com 
Current Domain: Ring.com
Why: Original domain was holding them back 
from growth and product expansion. 

Company: Ask.com
Founded: 1996
Original Domain: AskJeeves.com 
Current Domain: Ask.com
Why: Too long, too much lost traffic due to 
spelling mistakes.

Company: Tesla
Founded: 2003
Original Domain: TeslaMotors.com 
Current Domain: Telsa.com
Why: To simplify their brand and allow product 
expansion.

A domain provides a strategic advantage when it makes 
the online experience effortless from the very first 

interaction.
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How to use multiple domains 

How to use multiple domains 

Successful companies understand how multiple 
domains create value to their branding and marketing 
messages. As businesses take market share and grow 
sales, marketing budgets and campaigns become more 
complex.

A startup will use resources in a different way than 
a market leader. Domains play a foundation part of 
branding and marketing campaigns for every step in the 
business lifecycle. It is now the norm for companies to 
use a multi-domain strategy in their marketing efforts.

What is the purpose of the domain?

Domains are acquired based on the marketing objective 
and fall into three key groups.

1. Brandable domains: Used to support and become the 
leading site for a brand.

a. Example: Trunk.com, Uber.com, Walmart.com, 
Honest.com 

2. Marketing campaign domains: Used as a secondary 
location to support a marketing campaign

a. Example: 5HourMarkeitngMakeover.com

3. Information domains: Used more for education, 
positioning, and information. These domains are also 
used to create communities (think content marketing)

a. Example: Gingivitis.com, kidneyfailure.com

A startup needs a brand that will capture consumer 
intent, allow them to go viral and be easily remembered. 
This should be their first focus for their domain portfolio. 
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How to use multiple domains

Companies in the growth stage have established brands, 
however, need domains to support their marketing 
efforts.  

The power in a premium domain is that it can be utilized 
for all stages in the business lifecycle. 

For example, Author.com could be used effectively as a 
brand, marketing campaign or education site. However, 
the strength of Author.com is in how it can become an 
authoritative brand. 

Here are two examples of how successful companies 
use their domain portfolios in marketing. 

Story Brand (StoryBrand.com) – marketing campaigns
 • StoryBrand.com 
 • FiveMinuteMarketingMakeover.com
 • 5minutemarketingmakeover.com 

Getty Images (Gettyimage.com) – multiple brands
 • Gettyimages.com 
 • FreeImages.com
 • iStockPhoto.com 
 • ThinkStockPhotos.com
 • Photos.com

Premium domains reduce the distance needed for a brand 
to connect and position themselves. Domains are used in 
different ways to support branding and marketing.

The examples above illustrate how companies 
utilize multiple domains to create value, positioning, 
communities and drive revenue. 

A single domain location is no longer sufficient and 
could put a business at risk of being overwhelmed by 
competing brands and domains.
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Why domains are crucial to rebranding.

Why domains are crucial to 
rebranding 

Rebranding is a powerful strategy that can boost media 
exposure, help launch a new product and pull a company 
together to overcome new market challenges. 

Understanding the fundamentals of rebranding is crucial 
to ensure success. If you rebrand incorrectly or for the 
wrong reasons, it could destroy your market momentum 
and business. 

Domains play an often overlooked however essential part 
to the rebranding process. 

When is the right time to rebrand?

Many critical factors lead up to the need to rebrand 
including changing market dynamics, new products, and 
differentiation from your competitors. 

As companies pivot and grow their product offering, 
initial branding may box in your business and message. 

For example, startups are encouraged to be laser focused 
on a target audience and product. The original branding 
may create barriers for new products. 

One of the main reasons for rebranding is if your brand 
name is restricting you from evolving and expanding the 
business. 

Branding and domain strategies are almost 
inseparable.  
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Why domains are crucial to rebranding

These same rebranding principals also apply to your 
domain name decisions. 

Often the domain name a startup acquires is based on 
keeping the investment down which leads to adding 
more words such as LLC, group, associates, etc. 

Upgrading your domain to an exact match or shorter 
version of your brand can be the first step in a strategic 
pivot. 

Snapchat rebrands to Snap

In September 2016 Snapchat rebranded to Snap to 
encompass its efforts to pivot beyond the mobile app 
space. This is an excellent example of how shortening 
your brand and domain creates simplicity and power for 
rebranding.

These three companies almost lost it all by rebranding.

Strategically think about your marketing objective when 
you rebrand. Is it communicating a change in the product 
offering or expansion?

PRDaily.com has five great examples of rebranding efforts 
that ended in disaster. These three examples stand out.

 • Overstock.com to O.co (2011)
 • RadioShack to Shack.com (2009)
 • Pizza Hut to The Hut (2009)

Don’t mistake rebranding for marketing. Old Spice is a 
great example of using effective marketing to rebrand 
versus changing your brand.

Domains are vital for a successful rebranding
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Domains as assets

Domains: Liquid digital assets on 
the books

Domains are an 
important investment 
for both short and 
long term growth. For 
startups, a typical rule 
of thumb for domain 
acquisition is 1% to 5% 
of the company’s seed 
capital. 

At the moment, there 
are several ways to 
incorporate domain 
purchases and ongoing 
renewals into your U.S. 
tax return, depending on how you use them (make sure 
to speak to your accountant to determine what’s right for 
your business).

How You Use the Domain can Determine How 
It’s Treated at Tax Time

The IRS can consider domain names as either capital 
costs, or as ongoing business expenses.

If you purchase an existing domain and you proceed to 
invest in branding and development using the domain 
name then the domain becomes part of your business 
benefit and could be amortized over time. 

FACTS
 •When a company is 
looking for growth, capital 
venture capital firms 
value domains as assets.

 •Domains can be treated 
as an asset similar to a 
business property.

 •Talk to your accountant 
about the benefits of 
investing in a domain.
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Domains as assets

If you register new domains for ancillary purposes, 
such as to forward to your main domain, you have the 
opportunity to write off the full purchase as a recurring 
business expense.  

Domains can be depreciated over 5-10 years and 
maintained on the company’s balance sheet.

Domains are an asset that can be amortized and can 
appreciate at the same time. 

Domain names are assets that increase the value of your 
company if you are acquired, go public or seek investment. 
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Domain liquidity and appreciation

Wholesale liquidity, resale & 
appreciation 

Domain names have been one of the best asset classes 
to invest in over the last 20 years. Individuals and 
companies have realized significant profits on both the 
wholesale and end user market for domain names. Two 
letter .COM domains have gone from a $10 registration 
fee in the 90’s to selling for over $1M in 2016. 

An investment in a domain should not be treated as a 
marketing expense because of the ability to recapture the 
investment along with significant tax advantages.

The domain market is broken out into 2 categories. The 
first is the end user who will buy the domain and utilize 
it for business. The second is the wholesale market where 
investors regularly buy and sell domains. 

Supply & Demand

Quality domains will continue to increase in value as 
the world moves online because the supply is becoming 
more scarce. Companies typically will not release quality 
domains after they acquire them because they are viewed 
as assets. This further suppresses the supply. Demand 
continues to increase from new companies being created 
and older companies repositioning themselves online. 

A domain is an investment that will appreciate over 
time.
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Domain liquidity and appreciation

If strategies change, a domain can quickly be sold on 
the wholesale market. Although it will not obtain the 
higher value an end user will pay, it does provide quick 
investment security.

Working with a broker like Media Options will allow you 
to leverage outbound marketing to end user companies. 
This will increase the return on the initial investment.

Domains are a solid investment:

Because of the scarce supply & high demand, premium 
domain names appreciate over time.

Companies of all sizes regularly retain our services 
to buy and sell domain names, including divesting 
when trying to reach a financial goal before the next 
quarterly report. 

Resources

Media Options CEO Andrew Rosener is considered the 
world’s leading expert in domain valuations.

Domain Name Tax Guide – ebook: understand how 
domains fit into the tax code.

Example: Publicly traded corporations such as Ask.
com (owner of Dictionary.com & Thesaurus.com) 
commonly list domain names themselves as assets 
with values similar to real estate.
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Valuation

Valuation – comparable sales

2 Letter
Domain Sold Price Date

we.com 8,000,000 USD 6/19/2015

ig.com 4,700,000 USD 9/18/2013

mi.com 3,600,000 USD 4/30/2014

kk.com 2,400,000 USD 11/20/2013

mm.com 1,200,000 USD 6/23/2014

jg.com 1,035,000 USD 12/16/2015

px.com 1,000,000 USD 9/6/2015

tp.com 929,000 USD 1/20/2016

gj.com 694,095 USD 9/4/2015

qt.com 615,000 USD 7/30/2015

Comparable domain name sales assist in valuing a 
current domain on the market much like real estate 
sales. As demand increases and supply decreases, values 
continue to rise.

Source: namebio.com
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Valuation

3 Letter
Domain Sold Price Date

qnb.com 1,000,000 USD 12/17/2014

btc.com 1,000,000 USD 8/13/2014

fix.com 850,000 USD 12/18/2013

hot.com 850,000 USD 10/9/2013

wan.com 800,000 USD 2/5/2014

qua.com 459,000 USD 5/3/2015

dji.com 300,000 USD 7/30/2013

ppp.com 290,000 USD 4/19/2015

wan.cn 247,830 USD 2/5/2014

kik.de 246,080 USD 3/21/2014

bgi.com 235,000 USD 1/24/2016

mob.com 220,000 USD 6/25/2014

suv.com 210,000 USD 11/9/2011

gab.com 200,002 USD 4/8/2014

obe.com 200,000 USD 9/20/2015

pax.com 200,000 USD 4/27/2015

tou.com 194,400 USD 8/6/2014

cdn.net 185,000 USD 3/21/2012
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Valuation

1 Word
Domain Sold Price Date

whisky.com 3,100,000 USD 3/12/2014

ebet.com 1,350,000 USD 10/23/2013

power.com 1,261,000 USD 11/19/2014

check.com 1,000,000 USD 9/3/2014

silver.com 875,000 USD 1/9/2013

land.com 850,000 USD 2/5/2015

aktien.de 725,000 USD 8/3/2011

answer.com 550,000 USD 12/7/2011

game.cn 512,307 USD 1/29/2014

give.com 500,000 USD 7/28/2015

drink.com 500,000 USD 11/29/2015

brand.com 500,000 USD 7/10/2013

mobile.net 500,000 USD 4/16/2014

puzzle.com 500,000 USD 5/12/2011

jobs.ca 450,000 USD 12/25/2013

meet.me 450,000 USD 11/23/2011

shout.com 450,000 USD 10/23/2013

look.com 400,000 USD 11/9/2011
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Valuation

2 Word
Domain Sold Price Date

personalloans.com 1,000,000 USD 2/20/2012

domainname.com 1,000,000 USD 5/19/2011

websites.com 975,000 USD 1/1/2005

website.com 750,000 USD 7/1/2005

teamwork.com 675,000 USD 1/29/2014

teamwork.com 675,000 USD 1/29/2014

datacenter.com 500,000 USD 6/11/2014

freewebsite.com 500,000 USD 11/14/2012

webhosting.co.uk 500,000 USD 10/30/2012

wellnessfinder.com 428,385 USD 6/27/2011

carsales.com 400,000 USD 7/24/2007

datacenter.com 352,500 USD 6/21/2011

homecare.com 350,000 USD 1/28/2015

stockphoto.com 250,000 USD 1/9/2013

downloadmusic.com 242,500 USD 8/10/2011

bowlingballs.com 225,000 USD 2/15/2012

phonemarket.com 180,000 USD 4/11/2012

boatsforsale.com 162,500 USD 6/19/2013

Most sales above six figures USD are sold between private 
parties with non disclosure agreements.

These represent sales that have been made public.
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A sample of brands that own Generic Domains

A sample of brands that own 
Generic Domains

The Quaker Oats Company – Snacks.com

Thomson Reuters – Trademark.com

Time, Inc. – Health.com, Money.com, Mutual-Funds.com

TLC Vision – Lasik.com

Toys-R-Us – Toys.com

Ragú – Eat.com

Ralph Lauren – Polo.com, Rugby.com

Reynolds Foil, Inc. – OvenBags.com

Roto Rooter – Plumber.com

Russian Standard Co. – Vodka.com

Sanofi-Aventis – Allergy.com, Hypertension.com, 
Influenza.com, Parkinsons.com, Stroke.com, Vaccines.com

Sara Lee – IcedCoffee.com

SC Johnson – Pledge.com, Ticks.com
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A sample of brands that own Generic Domains

How we process language still dictates what keywords 
will appeal to consumer perception and intent. 

Source: domainsherpa.com/large-companies-that-own-generic-
domain-names/

1800Contacts – ContactLenses.com, Contacts.com, 
EyeCare.com, Glasses.com

1800Flowers – Flowers.com

1800Wheelchair – Wheelchair.com

21st Century Insurance – 21st.com

A&E Television Networks – History.com

A&W Concentrate Company – RootBeer.com

Abbott Labs – InfantFormula.com, RA.com

ACH Food Companies – Tones.com

Adobe – Director.com, ESignature.com, Flash.com

Alcoa – Aluminum.com

Allianz – Fusion.com

Amazon – Clothing.com, Diapers.com, Endless.com, 
Triangulate.com

Whole Foods – DarkRye.com 
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A sample of brands that own Generic Domains

Aubuchon Hardware – HardwareStore.com

Avis Budget – AutoRental.com, RentaCar.com

Banco Popular – Popular.com

Bank of America – Loans.com

Barnes and Noble – Book.com, Books.com

Bass Pro Shops – Archery.com, Ducks.com, Hunting.com, 
Tackle.com

Bayer – Aspirin.com, Impotence.com, MultipleSclerosis.
com, NoFleas.com, WonderDrug.com

Berkshire Hathaway – Genre.com

Bissell – Steamer.com

Bodog Media – Slots.com

Boeing – NewAirplane.com

Bosch – Digestion.com

Box, Inc. – Box.com

Bridgestone – TireSafety.com

British Sky Broadcasting Group – Sky.com

CDW – Warehouse.com
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A sample of brands that own Generic Domains

Source: domainsherpa.com/large-companies-that-own-generic-
domain-names/

Cendant – CarRentals.com, Lodging.com, TimeShares.
com

Cisco – Compatible.com

Citibank – Finance.com, Mortgage.com, StudentLoan.
com

Citrix – Cloud.com

CNN/Time Inc. – Money.com, Mutual-Funds.com

Comscore – Persuasion.com

Condé Nast – Allure.com, Brides.com, Concierge.com, 
Details.com, Flip.com, Glamour.com, Gourmet.com, 
GQ.com, NewYorker.com, Portfolio.com, Style.com, 
Wired.com

Corel – Designer.com

Daimler AG – TruckStore.com

Dell – CloudComputing.com, FastLane.com, FogLight.
com, Quest.com

Deluxe – Checks.com, FastLane.com, FogLight.com, 
Quest.com

Diageo – Malts.com, Rum.com, Scotch.com

Dick’s Sporting Goods – Runners.com, SportGear.com, 
SportsGear.com
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3 Common mistakes companies make when choosing a domain

3 Common mistakes companies 
make when choosing a domain

1.
Using inventive domains that 
create consumer confusion and 
disconnect from the product 
offering is a very common mistake.

2. Using confusing creative words in 
the branding strategy.

3. Creating a brand based on a $10 
domain investment.
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3 Common mistakes companies make when choosing a domain

Mistake #1: Abusing the inventive 
brand strategy
Use of the inventive branding strategy:
Using inventive domains that create consumer confusion 
and disconnect from the product offering is a very 
common mistake. A domain should preinforce and 
reinforce who you are and what you company offers. 
This becomes problematic when a business uses a word 
or phrase with strong consumer perception and tries to 
twist it to their brand. 

BlueJeans.com is an example of abusing the inventive 
brand strategy. Conferencing and video calling is the last 
thing most consumers would associate with this brand 
and domain. The company tries to tap the universal 
appeal of blue jeans to the same experience of your video 
conferencing needs. This is a massive stretch that needs 
continual support and communication to uphold and 
reinforce. 

The two ideas are not synergistic – blue jeans vs. 
conference calling. Their brand message is having to 
compete against decades of ingrained messaging already 
installed in consumers’ minds.

Inventive domains can work however, be prepared to 
invest in the marketing needed to educate your customer.
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3 Common mistakes companies make when choosing a domain

Ensure you capture consumer intent
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3 Common mistakes companies make when choosing a domain

Mistake #2: Misusing Creative 
Words for branding

Avoid this costly mistake:
Can your customer spell your domain?

 • What will they spell Findit.com or Phind.it
 • What will they spell Schooled or schoold

Can your domain be remembered 10 minutes after your 
first impression?

What happens when someone enters in the alternative? 
You could be wasting your advertising by sending your 
customers to a different business. 

 • Findit.com
 • Phind.it

Are you using a new extension that breaks your brand 
at the wrong place? 

For example, how will customers refer to your brand 
and domain. Will they say Phind (dot) it when you want 
them to say Phindit together? 

In the example of Phind.it they don’t emphasize the 
(.it) extension in their brand logo which further creates 
confusion when to remember how to find them on 
search.
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3 Common mistakes companies make when choosing a domain

Use of Creative Words in the Branding 
Strategy
With 123 million domains being registered 
companies often resort to creating new words or 
using unique spelling combinations for their domain. 
This can be a great compliment to their brand 
allowing businesses to create a domain that blends 
categories. For example, creating a domain that is 
descriptive and suggestive.

This is a difficult approach because these types of 
domains can be difficult to spell and defy the laws of 
grammar. 

Schoold.co and Phind.it are two mild examples 
of domains and brands that create conversion 
opportunities and demand more marketing 
investment to reinforce and remember in any 
advertising. 
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3 Common mistakes companies make when choosing a domain

Mistake #3: Only considering $10 
domains

Creating a brand based on a $10 domain investment

Company founders, CEO’s, and 
marketing managers have many 
important investment decisions 
to make, particularly in the 
initial stages of a company’s 
creation. The acquisition 
of domain has a profound 
impact on the success of the 
enterprise. Domains impact 
product positioning, branding, 
marketing and long-term 
expansion plans. 

Hand registering domains has historically been the most 
popular method of acquiring a domain. 

Many of the mistakes of naming occur because 
companies don’t want to spend more than $10 on 
registering a new domain. This severely limits the 
options available and potentially forces your brand into 
an inferior position.

Domains should be treated as an important investment for 
both short and long term growth. For example, a typical 
rule of thumb for domain acquisition is 1% to 5% of the 
company’s seed capital. Don’t make the mistake making 
a weak investment in your domain strategy. Category 
defining domains save money on marketing and customer 
conversion because they quickly communicate leadership, 
consumer intent, and synergy with your brand. 

Do not make the 
mistake of driving 

your entire company’s 
brand positioning 

based on a $10 domain 
investment.

~ Chris Zuiker
Sr. Broker, Media 

Options
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Domain Check List

Consider this check list when 
choosing a domain name:

  Decide your domain strategy based on being 
descriptive, suggestive or inventive 

  Are there any trademarks

  Is the Dot-Com Available

  Is it Easy to Type

  Is it Easy to Remember

  Keep the Name as Short as Possible

  How will it look on search when compared to other 
brands

  Does your domain quickly communicate your 
product offering?

  Will it scale as you expand and grow?

  Does it compliment your branding

  Reject Numbers & Hyphens

  Don’t Follow the Latest Trends

  Will it strengthen your email security 

The more constrained your budget, the more an 
experienced broker can help maximize value within your 

domain name strategy.
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Summary

Here’s How to Choose the Perfect Domain to Create 
Competitive Advantage and Increase Conversion 
Online…

1. Decided what strategy works best for your brand

 • Brand, generic, keyword phrases

2. Lead with a positon of authority

 • Stand out from your competition 

3. Work with a quality domain broker

 • A company like Media Options has access to large private portfolios 
that are not listed.

 • Brokers provide leverage and anonymity for acquisitions. 

Media Options is an industry leading domain name broker, specializing 
in domain acquisitions and domain sales. As a thought leader in domain 
name valuation, domain investment and online media strategy we provide 
consulting services to everyone from Startups looking for a brand to Fortune 
500 companies looking to launch a new product or service. We also have 
tremendous experience and knowledge in the entire naming process.

Let’s talk! We’ll provide a free audit on your domain strategy 
or portfolio, or answer any questions you may have. 
Chris@MediaOptions.com 
Chris Zuiker – Sr. Broker

Your domain strategy can have a profound impact on your brand’s 
ability to connect and convert customers. 

Choose a domain that preinforces and reinforces your branding and 
product offering. Companies that capture customer intent with their 
domain strategy intuitively communicate simplicity and expertise. 

That is where we come in. Media Options helps companies acquire 
the perfect domain that creates a competitive advantage which means 
increasing conversion and profit.



Here’s How to Choose the Perfect Domain to 
Create Competitive Advantage and Increase 

Conversion Online…

You already know that domains are 
an important part of any company’s 
online strategy. The confusing part is 
not knowing how to choose the best 
domain that elevates your brand above 
the competition. 

That’s where we come in. We help 
companies just like you acquire the 
strategic domain that will compliment 
your brand, help increase conversion and 
establish leadership positioning online.

Step 1: Decided what domain strategy works best for your brand. 

Step 2: Choose a domain that will help your brand lead with a 
positon of authority

Step 3: Work with a quality domain broker to leverage private 
domain portfolios and expertise

Most people think that choosing a domain is a simple process that 
has little impact on the success, but when you dig into the details 
the opposite is true. 

Now you can leverage the strategies large companies use and turn 
your domain acquisition strategy from a liability to a competitive 
advantage. And it’s easier than you think. 

If you’d like to have a conversation, just send an email to: 
Chris@MediaOptions.com and we will take it from there.


